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Bridgewater ... There are still
openings on the following
com mittees. If you are
interested in serving on one of
these committees, please leave a
note with your name, address,
telephone number, class and
committee desired on the first
floor Ad Building S.C.A.
Bulletin Board.
I. A thletic Policy (8
students needed)
2. Maxwell Literary Fund
Comm. (3 students needed)
3. Library Committee (4
students needed)
4 . Students' Rights and
Freedoms Committee (Students
needed to draw up a statement
of students' v rights and
freedoms.)
5. Teacher Evaluation

Committee (Students needed to
work on Teacher Evaluation
Form.)
6.
Registration
Improvement Committee
(Students needed to do research
of other colleges anc!. work with
the faculty and administration
to suggest improvements in
registration procedures.)
7. S .C.A . Constitution
Committee (Students needed to
go over S.C.A. Constitution and
propose amendments.)
8. Bridgewater Research
Association (Students needed to
do research on B.S.C. and also
clerical workers and typists
needed.)
MAKE YOUR VOICE
HEARD, SIGN UP FOR A
COMMITTEE NOW!!!
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Fitchburg Paper Shutdown
by Paulldeker
The President of
Fitchburg State College has shut
down the campus student
newspaper by refusing to sign
checks for the paper's printing
costs. The action came as a
means of censoring an article by
Black Panther leader Eldridge
Cleaver, reprinted from this
month's RAMPARTS Magazine.
John Antonelli, editor of
the campus CYCLE, confronted
president James Hammond at
the printer's shop after the
printer questioned whether or
not he would ~e paid if the
article ran in the newspaper.
Hammond confirmed the
printer's suspicions by stating
that he would not sign a check
for the printing bill if the
Cleaver article appeared in the
paper. The weekly paper has not
been printed since Sept. 22.
Tuesday evening the campus
Student Government
Association unanimously
approved the adoption of the
code of ethics of freedom of
USPA which states in part:
..... The freedom of the
student press must not be
abridged by confiscation of
issues or facilities; suspension of
publication ; academic personnel,
or financial sanctions; arbitrary

removal of staff members; or
threats of these actions."
By ignoring the desires of
the elected representatives of the
student body, Hammond has
demonstrated his disdain for
their authority in such matters
and his lack of concern for
student concern for student
opinion on his campus. In
meeting with the president
following SGA's approval of the
USSP A code of ethics, Antonelli
was told that if students don't
have enough sense to not want
to read this kind of material that
he would have to make the
decision for them.
It was at this second
meeting that Hammond refused
to sign checks for the newspaper
as long as the Cleaver article was
contained in the copy.
Fitchburg State, a small
teacher's college, is under the
Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education which has the power
to set a mandatory student
activities fee. The college
president of each campus is then
charged with the responsibility
of how the money should be
spent. There ' are no student
representatiyes on the board
which sets student tax at
Fitchburg. The college president
has interpreted this to mean that

seA .P asses
Judiciary
Proposal

by S.D. Bennett
In tow meetings, one on S.C.A. council or a dormitory
Oct. second and the other on houseborad during his term in
Oct. seventh, the S.C.A. passed office, and in section three, part
the Judiciary proposal that was B, changing the number (If
drawn up by Scott Bennett and justices that can be nominated
Mike Maguire. The S.C.A. by direct nomination to four,
Council made a number of and ~ changing the number of
changes, especially in Article nomination papers a student can
III, and a~o r~ected some sign to two, and in section 3,
proposed changes in the part B subsection 2B, changing
·constitution.
.the percentage needed for
The changes in Article II 1 nomination to 20%. The
were: the adding of a part E in numbers used in Article 111
Section 2 saying that justices were changed to coincide with
cannot be a member of the
(con't. on page 7)

he should sign each check
personally in addition to
approving student government
proposed budgets. This is not
the case on many other State
College campuses where more
responsibility is placed in the
hands of the students to
determine how their money will
be spent.
In related action the editors
of five Massachusetts state
college newspapers met in
Salem, Mass., Sunday, to lay
ground work for a union of
State College Student
Newspapers' editors similar to
the one established last year by
the Student Government. As a
first step towards solidarity, the
four papers, besides Fitchburg
who attended the meeting,
agreed to run the controversial

Cleaver article in their next determined after "due process",
issues. They a~o agreed to split which implies that at least a
in
a case
the cost of at least one edition review of facts
of the Fitchburg CYCLE in necessary before action can be
order to inform students of taken against a publication. The
details surrounding the editors see Hammond's refusal
shutdown of the student to sign checks for the CYCLE as
newspaper. The papers a~o a direct violation of the Board's
agreed to send a letter of resolution.
condemnation to the State
The editors present at the
College Board of Trustrees Salem conference are
regarding censorship at determined to maintain the
Fitchburg and to demand the position as individual student
case be given consideration . voice on the State College
under the "due process" clause campuses. They all recognize
of the "broad statement" of that what happened at Fitchburg
policy regarding student affairs could easily happen on any of
on the campuses of various state their campuses. Hence, they play
colleges recently passed by the to continue pressing for clearly
Board. The policy proclaims its defined policies on the role of
endorsement of "responsible college administrators as
journalism" among other things, "censors" of the campus news
adding that such things be media.

Moratorium In Full Swing
~D~W~n

BRIDGEWATER - Plans are
proceeding rapidly ahead for this
college's participation in the
upcoming Vietnam Peace Day
scheduled for October 15th. The
"Bridgewater Vietnam
Moratorium Committee," whose
chairman is Michael J. Maguire,
has contacted the faculty of the
day and evening classes to advise
them of the various activities
. that are planned fbr the 15th.
The nation-wide observance
has picked up a great deal of
prestigious backing in the past
several days, as for example in
our own state where the
Governor and Boston City
Council have come out in
support of the Moratorium . .
Colleges such as - Tufts,
Northeastern, Rutgers, Colgate,
Emerson, and Boston College
Law School have announced
that they are cancelling classes,
and it is expected that over
100,000 people will' flock to the
Boston Common for an
observance planned there.
The
Bridgewater
Moratorium Committee has been
in contact with several
important peace groups and it is
expected that the name of the
guest speaker who has been

invited to address the students at
B.S.C. on October 15th will be
announced shortly, according to
a Committee spokesman.
According to statistics,
ap proximately 40 young
Americans will lose their lives in
Vietnam on any given day, and
that includes October 15th. If
they can give their lives, can you
give up one day to hink about
our involvement there? This is
one of the main points that
proponents of the Moratorium
are emphasizing, and people
cannot say "I don't know
enough about it," because that
excuse is no longer realistic. "If
a person doesn't know enough
about it," says this newspaper's
Editor-In-Chief Richard Brown,
who is also a member of the
Mora torium Executive
Committee, "and they are
genuinely interested in finding
out, then they will have an
excellent opportunity to learn
every facet of our involvement
next Wednesday, the 15th.
People who are familiar with all
the facts surrounding the war
will be taking part in the many
seminars and discussions that
will be held all day around the
campus - If they want to learn

.
both sides of the issue they
should plan on attending one or
more of these activities."
A great many Boston
doctors and nurses will be taking
the streets on October 15th to
pass out anti-war literature.
They have formed the
"Physicians for Social
Responsibility", and they
believe that stepping down from
their respected positions in the
community to stand on street
corners is the best way to
-emphasize their concern for the
present course of the Vietnam
War.
The great middle mass of
faculty and students are ready to
move against the war and will no
longer be placated by token
withdrawals that still leave
484,000 American soldiers in
the field a year after the
President was elected. 10,000
Americans have died since Mr.
Nixon assumed the office of
President, and one of his latest
remarks, "I refuse to be saddled
with an American defeat," rings
of Lyndon Johnson, and the
policies that have cost 40,000
American young men their lives
in a war that has dragged on for
ten years.
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Why ·Print
uMoochie"
Contained in this issue of the COMMENT is Eldridge Cleaver's
article entitled "The Black Moochie." It is this article that caused
the shutdown of Fitchburg State College's student newspaper THE
CYCLE.
Originally this article. scheduled to be published at Bridgewater
in the COMMENT was ruled out by this editor and it was not
printed.
However. to allow censorship of a state college paper is a
dangerous precedent. Therefore. what was originally not printed by
our Board has been placed back in the copy and printed in this issue.
.Although this article was not considered to have enough social value
as a commentary. it now figures in a much more immediate and
pressing issue .... censorship of the press.
President Hammond of Fitchburg State shut down THE CYCLE
by refusing to sign a check for the printing costs. He did this because
they were going to print this article by Cleaver. It is up to the
student press to be responsible in their actions .....not the President
Hammonds of the world. Therefore we have decided that this article
now figures in determining if the student press can really be
considered free .
This decision was not made in any casual manner but was the
product of a decision by ourselves and four other state college
papers .... .Salem. Fitchburg. Framingham, and Lowell. This article
must be printed in view of censorship of Fitchburg and how it
figured in that incident. It is our duty to indicate to our readers that
this press will not allow tampering with the freedom to report or
print those articles which it deems necessary to include in its
publication. We also recognize our duty to print the opposing points
of view. Dialogue and an interchange ~f ideas is the lifeline of any
newspaper. Whatever comes between the free exchange of ideas must
be met head on and countered by strong action. Either the student
press is free or there is no press at all. There can be no other way .
Richard M. Brown
Gregory P. Lee

BL CK
Ed . note: This article written by Eldridge Cleaver is reprinted from
RAMPARTS MAGAZINE; vol. 8. No.4 ...October, 1969.
Mrs. Brick was my teacher and she lOOKed like Betty Grable . All
the cats were in love with her. We'd rub against her and try to peep
under her dress. We'd dream about her at night. She had a fine ass
and big tits. She dressed sexy. I used to get a hard-on just looking at
her. She knew that we wanted to fuck her, to suck her tits. One day
when we were returning from the music room, Mrs. Brick marched
the whole class up the stairs. I liked Michele Ortaga then. She was
the most beautiful girl I'd ever seen. Her skin was white as milk and
she had long black hair. She was very delicate. very feminine- even
at that titless, shapeless age. What I liked about her was that
whenever I looked at her she would blush. turn red from her neck
up Her ears would glow. I was the only boy who could make her
change colors. While we were waiting at the top of the stairs that
day. I found myself opposite Michele. I had been conscious of her
beauty all afternoon. During music period I'd been staring at her
making her blush; and while we stood at the top of the stairs I wa~
staring at her. I said to her: "I love you, Michele."
Her neck caught fire. the red flames lit up her ears. "I hate
you!" Michele hissed at me. We traded words back and forth. For
some reason, I wound up saying: 'your mother is as fat as an
elephant." Michele, hurt and embarrassed. burst into tears. Mrs. Brick
came to see what was happening. Michele told her I had 2alled her
mother an elephant. Mrs. Brick turned on me with flame in her eyes,
and I could see a hatred that frightened me. "You black nigger!" she
snarled and slapped I11Y face. It sounded like a shot going off in my
ear -the words I mean-l don't think I even felt the blow. Her words
brought tears to my eyes.
From that day on, Mrs. Brick still looked like Betty Grable. She

.Women's Dorm
Curfews
With the initiation of a new Women's Dormitory Council. the
conflict over imposed curfews is presently being taken into
consideration for revision.
All too quietly. there are those who stand by wishi~g that
curfews would be taken into consideration for abolition. These
residents stand back in fear of violating a state law ... "No curfew is
against a state law."
Is it? So they have been led to believe.
SCA president J. Robert Mancini drafted a letter to the Women
living on campus which explained the theory of "in loco parentis"
which is used when a student is injured and in need of medical help.
the school can grant permission for attention to be given to the
student if his parents cannot be found.
Mancini alSo urged the Women's Dorm Council to look into
every possible way to find access into the dormitory after 2:00 A.M .
Having no curfews is NOT ILLEGAL. Women on this campus
just as the men on this campus can live within the law under ~
no curfew system.
These letters were posted in the Women's Dorm at Great Hill on
several occasions. but they were removed shortly after they were up .
There is now a proposal that women's curfews be changed to
midnight on weekdays (11 :00 P.M. for freshmen) and 2:00 A.M. on
weekends. Also in consideration is an idea for no-curfew for girls
with parental permission. They would be able to sign a key out of
the dormitory if they would return later than the standard curfew
hour.
.
These revisions should be supported by the women in . .,the
dormitories whose responsibility is to see that they are truly
represented.
If the women on this campus can regulate their own curfews to
their own needs. then they can turn the potential power that they
hold in the Dormitory Council to further efforts in tolerable
dormitory living.
RoomB

still had a fine ass and nice tits. she still dressed real sexy and she still
kept me with a hard-on. But my feeling for her was no longer the warm desire of her lover. What I felt for her was the lust hatred of
the rapist. I felt about the same for Michele. I could still make her'
blush, but between us there was a deep abyss into which something
of us that was bathed in sunlight had fallen forever.
, Years after graduating from grammar school, me and Jap and
Junior were ~shing Junior's car down North Huntington Drive,
trying to kick the motor over. Behind us a woman stopped her car to
give us a shove. I waved to the driver to guide her car's bumper into
Junior's car, and I saw that the driver of the other car was Mrs.
Brick We recognized each other. smiled and waved. Junior, Jap and
me were all in her class together. "That's Mrs. Brick!" I shouted as I
jumped into Junior's car. She honked her horn and waved and
smiled as she passed us by and disappeared in front of us.
I remember Mrs. Brick. I remember Michele. Do they remember
me? Did we scar each other mutually? Can a girl you made both
blush and cry not remember you in some deep rhythmn of her soul?
This land of blood. This soil groans under the weight of how we
cut each other. to bits. The blood I have let. The blood I have bled.
The pain I have given. The 'pain I have felt. Michele Ortaga, girl of
black hair and white skin, girl with the flaming neck, I will carry
your image into eternity - graven into my soul, burnt forever into
my skull, a part of my life, real, significant, a memory of flesh and
blood. This small thing -that we chanced to attend the same school
on this civilized planet hurtling through space, that because we were
in the same class I discovered the flutter of your heart. I knew how
to make you feel anticipations of your budding womenhood by my
way of looking budding manhood into your eyes. Whatever hatred
of you I carried for years after that day on the stairs, I no longer
have. I have for you now only the pure love of the memory of your
flaming neck. your bright eyes, your smile at me, Michele.

OOCHIE
by Eldridge Cleaver
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SOUND OFF

Curriculum With Representation

that would be happy to build
them . (WOUldn't you!!) and
by S. L. Landers
Bridgewater as it relates to there are lots of pleasant places
The response to my article
Black students is a potential to put them. One such place is on apathy was overwhelming,
explosive. There are only the nice grassy area between the
but I had time to read all the
twenty-seven Black students at science building and Pope Hall. letters I'm happy to report. It
Bridgewater this year, there were With all those pretty flowers
wasn't really a task for no one
nineteen last year. What kind of around, the atmosphere would wrote! Which means we have a
nonsense is that?! understand be quite a change from sitting on lot of happy or apathetic people
that after the assasination of Dr. the wall in front of the science here at B.S.C. Nevertheless I
Martin Luther King, Jr. there building and looking at the shall endeavor to bring to light
was great mourning on campus construction across the street. another problem I am faced with
and talk , mind you, now, only Why is that area blocked off?
at B.S.C.; curriculum.
talk of recruiting Black students.
Most of the upperclassmen
I promise not to pick the
So in one andone·half years all flowers!! All around the Ad can remember taking a few
you can muster up are 27! Out Building there are loads of trees courses at Bridgewater which
of these, twenty-seven I don't just begging for someone to put just didn't seem to fit into the
dare say that they are pleased benches under them. Can't light of their discipline.
with the education they are something be done before Example: French (4 semesters)
getting. Most of the teachers spring?(of 1970)!!! (If we can't for a chemistry major; or Botany
here are the preservers of the afford benches how about 2 and Zoology for the English or
sy'stem which oppress Black cinder blocks and a sanded History student. This semester I
people and keeps them from board!)
find myself taking LF 151 in
getting a good education. One
conjunction with four ES
new student remarked to me
courses. Why? So I can get a
A FEW WHO CARE!!
that he was afraid that he was
going to flunk Western
Civilization because he had an
argument
with the
teacher because she, a Doctor of
History, claimed that Hannibal,
the brother who crossed the
elephants to kick the Romans
ass was white. And I guess she
believes that Cleopatra and
Patrice Lumumba were white
also.
One grave thing you white
people suffer from is ignorance,
and stupidity. You are either
ignorant of our past and
accomplishments or you see that
our past, aside from this
country, are great and impressive
and you cover them up, or white
wash them . One way to rid
yourselves of this is to become
eX-posed to ' Black people
especially Black students and
scholars, otherwise you will
never become educated no
matter how many degrees . you
get or how many books you
read. You need that personal
contact.
The National Theatre of the company while the individual
I have one suggestion:
Deaf
played a return engagement characters "signed" their dialog,
Bridgewater, open your doors to
Black students; to those that do · to a responsive audience in the interfered not a bit with the
not have the proper background, Horace Mann Auditorium on expected frantic pace of this
admit them and give them Friday evening, September 26th. classic play of comic
remedial education to make up The fifteen-member company, misunderstandings.
The masterpiece of the
for the deficiencies they have, composed almost entirely of
evening,
however, was the
deaf
non-speaking
performers
many of which were caused by
com
pie
tel
y cap t i vat i ng
opened
the
evening
with
an
antic
graduates of Bridgewater and
interpretation entitled "Songs
and
spirited
adaptation
of
similar schools.
Bridgewater wake up, or Moliere's farce, Sganarelle. The from Milk Wood," carefully
drop dead. Decide whether to fact that all lines were recited by adapted from the Dylan Thomas
continue, or should I say only three members of the poems. This production,

degree and teach Earth Science.
I know I'd be better off
studying another subject in my
discipline. I'm sure the French
Department would rather not
have me since it must be a
burden on the poor Dr. who is
trying to teach me a subject I
haven't had in three years or
want now . It takes me twice as
long to learn French as it does
any of my two other courses.
Wasted time!
Solution : Uncle Steve thinks
we should be able to choose our
curriculum to a certain degree,
after all its our bread and our
lives.
Interested now? Involved?
Sure you are. Taking courses
that are not applicable to your
discipline may be detrimental
and affect your earning power.
A joke? Hell no! If you go to

grad school will you study
French as an Earth Science
Major? Maybe if you had had 4
semesters of other ES courses
instead you'd better achieve.
Well it's your college and
your degree. If you like the
curriculum you're taking good
enough; if not "t someone
know. If you freshmen are afraid
to say something write me and
I'll state your beef to the right
people.
Love, Steve
P.S. as usuaL ..Profs may be you
don't like teaching so many
unwilling students from another
disicpline. Why not say
something next departmental
meeting instead of just spreading
frustration!

Deaf Theatre Players
Capture Bridgewater

become a college (which is an
intellectual community and in
an intellectual community
thinking goes on. Bridgewater as
far as I'm concerned doesn't
think, it shits). You have a
choice, you can glisten in the
sun, or continue stinking at high
tide. It's up to you because I
don't give a damn any more.
HU,ntley Nicholas

I Can't Sit Down

Ask
the
Commen·t

Q. What is the specific policy
punishment given by the
and
..... Cause there's no
Office
of Student Personnel for
where to sit! My heavens; if one
freshmen
and sophomore
wants to sit anywhere outside on
this campus they have 3 choices: residents having cars on campus?
the stairs of some building, the A. Dean Deep explained that the
walls, or on the grass. This is fine Office of Student Personnel does
if you're wearing slacks; but in a not handle traffic violations. All
skirt? How can you relax with regulations are handled by the.
half a dozen guys sneak peeking, Traffic Con trol Committee and
waiting for you to cross or enforced by the campus police.
If a freshman or sophomore
uncross your legs? And besides
that-nylons cost money and has a car on campus illegally he
will be fined and have to remove
they don't resist rough rocks!
the
car from the campus. If he
So why don't we have some
benches-they .don't I cost that cannot be contacted the car will
. much!! And as for labor- for a b e t owed at the students
few dollars, there are a lot of expense. If the offender is
male types with nothing to do caught a second time, the

student will be brought before
the Traffic Control Committee.
Q. Since certain girls have been
advocating changes in the rules
for the womens' dormitories,
their rooms have been checked
three times each week.Why? Will
this policy continue?
A. Dean Shea said the rooms
have not been checked three
times a week. The rooms in the
girls' dorms are checked once a
week for health and safety
reasons.
Q. What are the penalties
imposed by the Womens'
Dormitory Board for traffic
violations? Does the board have
this authority?1f so, who, gave it

basically utilizing a reader's
theatre format with necessary
adaptation of the special
requirements of theatre for
non-speaking actors, still
managed to provide a maximum
theatrical experience. The actors
grasped their characterizations
clearly, and the director utilized
the well-designed setting to
provide a visually satisfying
production.
Technically, the production
adapted amazingly well to the
postage-stamp confines of the
Bridgewater auditorium. This
reviewer, however, was not
comfortable with what seemed
to him to be anachronistic
semi-abstract sets in
juxtaposition with handsome
period costumes for Sganarelle.
It was also unfortunate that the
designer chose to graduate the
color scheme from an

appropriate comic red to a rather
dull, drab blue rather than to
some happier color. The
drawbacks of the Moliere set
were more than compensated for
by the design of the setting for
the Dylan Thomas effort. The
minimum scenery successfully
captured the flavor of a drab
Welsh village, as did the musical
accompaniment.
The Drama Club continued
its relatively unsung servic~ to
the college community by again
sponsoring the appearance of
. these internationally acclaimed
Thespians on our campus. Those
who have not availed themselves
of the opportunity can not hope
to obtain an . appreciation of
their unique ' contribution to
contemporary theatre by reading
a brief review. It is rather to be
hoped that in the future many,
many, more students and faculty
will respond to support campus
activities of any nature by
to them?
attendance . .. the individuals
A. Mary Donahue, President of themselves will be the ones to
the Women's Dormitory profit most when-or if:-that
Council, said that her board had
hoped-for event occurs.
no authority to rule on traffic
--Sage Bradford
violations and, as far as she
knew, no such cases had ever
been brought before the board. was also explained that because
Q. Why aren't the names of full of different marking systems, it
time Continuing Stu_dies
was impractical to correlate
them with the regular day
students posted on the Dean's
student's marks.
List?
A. Dean Harrington explained
that because of the lack of full
time
Con t in uing Studies
students, it is not feasible to
have their marks computed out
and posted on the Dean's List. It
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Interview
DR.SCROGGS

by Jim Foley
BRIDGEWATER . . Dr. Scroggs
is a dark haired man of average
height who looks about 10 years
younger than his actual age of
37. He dresses casually and ~t
first glance appears to be
somewhat conservative.
He holds a degree in
theology from Harvard Divinity
School and he spent five years as
a minister in Winchester from
1959 1963. During this time he
was also working for his
doctorate in psychology. After
1._ acquired his degree, he left
his parish and spent several yean
teaching at the Chandler School
for Women in Boston. From
there he came to Bridgewater
and is currently in his third year
of teaching here.
I asked him why he left the
ministry. To which he replied,
"The church is passe ; it is
irrelevant. It is a tool that has
lost its usefulness." He feels he
can accomplich more by
teaching, He does, however,
maintain strong personal beliefs
even though he may not
outwardly seem the pious type.
He is very much at home on
campus, having spent about
thirteen years in colleges
himself, and is greatly pleased by
the activity of students today.
With regards to the upcoming
Moratorium, he is 100% for it.
"It ought to be done." He
declared, "Get out and make
yourselves heard." Expounding
on this, he stated what he
thought to be the main reason
for the generation gap. "The
focus of ethical concern has
shifted from personal things
such as smoking, drinking etc.,
to those on a more social level. "
For instance, the war. He is glad
that students are voicing what
they believe, and that ~hey are
doing something about it. He
also feels that in this respect, it
is the parents that have some
catching up to do .
Wnen I asked Dr. Scroggs
what he smoked in his pipe, he
assured me that whatever it was,
it was legal. However he" did say
that the laws regarding the use
of grass and drugs in this
country are too strict. Especially
those regarding Marijuana since
it has not been proven harmful.
He feels that, "the use of drugs
should be up to the individual."
He also thinks that in cases
where strong drugs are a serious
problem, we should take a lesson

OUEST FOR

HOMECOMING QUEEN
The most exciting part of
Homecoming is the election of
Homecoming Queen.
Nominations for queen will
be accepted from 1 P.M.
October 9th until 12 noon
October 15th. Each and every
organization or chapter on
campus is invited to sponsor a
nominee for
queen.
(Organizations and chapters as
recognized in the 69-70 student
Handbook or in special cases, an
interested group of 10 or more
students upon approval of the
Elections Committee.
Each nominee shall list her
name, class sponsor, major and
minor,dorm, home town, phone
number and a brief history of
themselves on a nomination
paper available at the Division of
Student Personnel.
Candidates must be available
on Thursday, October 16th at 4
from the British. They have a
system where drug care and
control is in the hands of
qualified physicians rather than
those of the syndicate. It tends
to be a much more desirable
situation. He noted that with the
increased use of drugs in this
country there has also been a
steady increase in crime.
Therefore, legalizing drugs
wojuld eliminate many petty
thefts whose only purpose in
that of a stepping stone towards
getting another fix. It would also
put quite a dent in the
underworlds economy.
As for what ever prompted
him into taking up psychology,
he had this to say. "I've always
been fascinated by the way that
things worked. People intrigue
me, and I want to study them
tick." Most of all, he wanted to
help those people who need and
desire it.
He stated that he was
somewhat disheartened at the
prospect of having a professional
counseling service that was still
in the embryo stages, but he
added that it could only get
better.
Dr. Scroggs is available in his
office in the men's dorm
(bottom floor room G3, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
from 9:00 to 11 :00, for
"Anyone who has a problem and
wants to come in and rap for a
while ." To the freshmen his

Juniors Go Afield,
by Kathy Lewis
On Friday, September 19, a types of problems encountered
Junior Reading Methods class by teachers in teaching
journeyed to Northeastern disadvantaged children especially
University to attend a in the ghetto areas. The
conference given by Dr. Donald problems were taken form a
R. Cruickshank of Ohio State cross-section of the most
University . Also attending the predominant problems of 287
conference was Mrs. King, teachers.
Permission to re-create these
instructor of the Bridgewater
class and faculty and students of settings and situations in order
Northeastern University . The for films to be made for study
topic of the conference was the was granted by two elementary
Inter-City Simulation schools. One school was set up
Laboratory (ICSL) , a program of as the prototype school which
played the , "Active role" .
teacher preparation developed
by Dr. CruJckshank and the Through observation of these
Science Research Associates schools, information was
to further
(SRA). This program was obtained
undertaken in the spring of understanding of the situation
1967. With th assistance of Dr. and to work toward solutions of
the most frequent and severe
Richard Lawrence (now dean,
pro b lem s reported by the
University of New Mexico) and
the National Improveme~t
teachers.
At the conference, an
Project (NIP) of the American
inter-city elementary school was
Association - for Colleges of
Teacher Education, a study was re-created with the participants
practicing solving the classroom
conducted to determine the

advice was. "Y ou have your
fewest responsibilities now.
College ought to be fun; you
shouldn't have to work your ass
off to make it. If you do, then
maybe it's not your thing."
I also found out that aside
from being a man, who says
what he feels, he also does' what
he likes. On his off hours, he's
an ardent tennis player. And
although he says that he's not
very good, I think that Mr.
Englund, Mr. Dillman or Mr.
Clifford would tend to disagree.
I also discovered that he likes to
build harpsicords as a hobby. He
has four of them as well as one
clavicord. Outside of the kids on
the glee club I don't think that
anyone knew about this. He
confesses that he is glad his son
is approaching the . age where
he'll be playing with model
trains because he enjoys them
too. He did say, however that his
most important outside activity
was teaching the inmates down
at the prison.
In the classroom, he prefers
small sessions, with little
pressure on the students. He
believes that in this way they arJ<.
afforded more of an opportunity
to make themselves heard. While
at the same time they have more
freedom in making their own
decisions.
He did, however, express
one gripe, that I wasn't ready
for. He is in complete disfavor of
school operated dormitories.
"Students should either be at
home or on their own. Colleges
.shouldn't have anything to do
With the motel business, for they
have better things that they can
spend the money on."
After giving this idea some
thought I realized this could
eliminate two problems which
we now face. Namely, curfews
for the girls, and off campus
living for minors. Something else
that should be left up to the
individual.
J.F.
problems by asuming the role of
Pat Taylor, a sixth-grade teacher.
The situation was created on
film beginning with orientating
the participants to the
community and school in which
they, as Pat Taylor, would work
and then presenting them with
the individual problems. Each
member of the audience also
received a Speciman Set which
contained a faculty handbook,
(con't. on page 7)

P.M. outside the Horace Mann
Auditorium for photographs.
Should a primary be
necessary, polls will be open 9
A . M.-3 P.M. on Monday,
October 20th . The Final
Election for Homecoming Queen
will be held Wednesday, October
22nd .
The Queen shall be
delegated as the nominee
receiving the most votes and her
court shall consist of the next
two nominees who receive the
next largest amount of votes.
The Homecoming Queen
and her Court will reign over the
festivi.ties of Homecoming
Weekend , making appearances at
the weekend activities, most
important being the October
23rd Football Rally and the
football game with Nichols on
Saturday October 25th.

Geology Lectures
by Henry Rondelli
The first of the sixth annual
Lecture Series, sponsored by the
Department of Earth Sciences
and.J Geography under the
supervision of Dr. .Emmanuel
Maier, the department chairman,
took place Wednesday October
1, with Dr. Clifford Kaye, a
geologist with the U.S.
Geological Survey, Boston, as
guest lecturer. A capacity
audience filled room 304 for Dr.
Kaye's lecture which was
entitled "Geology and the
Settlement of Boston."
Dr. Kaye stressed that the
environment is and has been
taken for granted; few people
un d e rstand this, particularly
those living in the cities.
Furthermore, the geological
environment directly influenced
the selection of Boston as a
settlement. In 1630 a group of
yeomen under John Winthrop
reached Salem Harbor, a rocky
forbidding site and part of the
glacial driftless belt. Realizing
the site was not suitable,
Winthrop explored the area to
the south and decided to move
the new settlers to Clarlestown,
where another English group had
previously settled but where
proper water facilities were
lacking. Later, when it was
learned that the Boston
peninsula formed from glacial
till, contained good springs,
Winthrop's group made its final
move to found a permanent,
prosperous settlement and thus
illustrate an example of
"fortunate" geology.
In the case of building
materials, Boston was directly
influenced by geology and the
environment. During the 1600's

colonists naturally turned to the
forest for lumber. In the 1700's
people began taking advantage
of a natural building resource;
clay, from the fine sediments
deposited from the melting ice
sheets, qyickly made Boston a
"Provincial" city of red brick.
Granite from Quincy and
conglomerate from Roxbury
gave Boston more of an old
world atmosphere when these
materials were used in the
following century to build such
structures as the Quincy Market
and the U.S. Custon House. Also
during this period sand and
gravel from Needham were used
for land fill in the Back Bay.
With the advent of the twentieth
century, most construction has
been built with brick and
concrete, but the sand, gravel,
and clay for these building
materials is no longer obtained
locally because of high land
values and must be imported
from less \Il'ban areas around
Boston.
Although has purpose and
presentation lacked clarity and
organization, Dr. Kaye's lecture
wa s still interesting and
informative, partially because of
his use of slides.
The second lectur~ of the
series will be held Tuesday,
October 28, at 7 :30 P.M. with
Dr. Anthony Marian<:>, a research
geologist with the Kennecott
Copper Company, who will
lecture on "Carbonatites and the
Search for Precious Metals."
Coffee will precede the lecture
at 7:00 P.M. room s-301, and
the public is welcome.
Henry Rondelli "70
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Montenaro
Workshop
Scheduled

MONTENARO
ASSEMBLY

In a series of workshops to
be held this year, the drama club
will sponsor Tony Montanaro
for FREE workshops for the
week of October 13-16. These
workshops will be held in the
Horace Mann Auditorium, from
4:00-6:00 and from 7 :00-10:00 ,
Mon .-Thurs. As stated these
workshops are free, open to
anyone interested, whether from
this campus or not.
During these workshops, Mr.
Montenaro will work with those
interested in dance , body
'movement and mime ~for which
he has received much acalaim) .
In the last two years , Mr.
Montenaro has held a teaching
and directing capacity as Artist
in Residence on the campus of
Towson State College, near
Baltimore ; has made three films,
"The Mime" , "Sketches", and
"lllusions" for the Center for
Mass Communication of
Columbia University and has
created and performed in twenty
weeks of television commercials
that were filmed in Italy for the
Colgate-Palmolive Company .
The Drama Club therefore
entreats you to take advantage
of this great opportunity to
meet and work with America's
best mime performer- and if
you're not that interested , feel
free to watch what happens on
the Bridgewater stage the week
of October 13-17 . After all, : it
may be interesting ...

At 10:00 A.M. on Tuesday,
October 14, the Assembly
Committee will begin its
dynamic 1969-1970_season with
Tony Montenaro. This is a free
performance in tlie Auditorium
and is open to all students,
faculty and anyone else on the
Bridgewater scene.
"Images in Mime", a new
solo program by Montenaro,
presents a tremendous variety of
impressions, ideas, stories and
episodes in a continuous flow of
themes ranging from the classics
of Greek mythology to the harsh
reality of modern times
counter-pointed with orginal
music by Arnold Gamson.
Montenaro's theatre pulses with
relevant and mature statement in
a wry commentary and an
impudent sharing of hilarity and
sardonic observations.
As a major American theatre
artist Montenaro is a "mime"
who serves the art with a great
gift of talent and superb
discipline. His is a fully realized
artistry that communicates to
the innocent and to the
sophistocated. It has matured
out of an extensive theatre
background of study in modern
dance, classical drama, with
Louise Gifford at Columbia
University and then with Marcel
Marclau and Etienne Decroux, in L..,,.,,.j:_.,,""''''''-....... mime.

In 1492.••

•

Shades of Gandalf

Bridgewater. ..
Well, it's that time' of the
year again. It's time to celebrate
the 477th anniversary of
Christopher Columbus'
discovery of the New World.
(Contrary to what some people
believe it was this brave Italian
who discovered the New World
and not Leif Erickson or some
other
. S can din a v ian
pseudo-explorer.) And what a
trip it was! It was a lucky thing I
happened to be around at this
time or I might have missed the
voyage. You see, I had just
finished inventing the pizza pie
and got wind of the news that
one of Italy's countrymen was
going to prove to the rest of the
world that the earth is round
and not flat as the Irish
professed, So disguised as
Gandini Alfacacio, mild
mannered reporter from the
Naple Weekly, I joined the
sturdy crew of the Santa Maria
to make sure nothing would go
wrong. Our launching was
delayed a couple days as
parachutes were installed on
Columbus' ship. (Old Chris was a
pessimist at heart.)
So on August 3, 1492 we
wen~ ready to set sail. Queen
Isabella and Ferdinand came
down to see us off. Chri(
mother came down too, and told
him she better not hear of him
fooling around with any of those
wild. native broads. Now finally
we were all set. Miss Lasagna
1492, Miss Oregano 1492 and
Miss Spain (?) 1492 cracked the
champagne bottles over the
Nina, the Pinta and the Santa
Maria respectively and we were
off!
Now you probably think
that Columbus and Spain were
taking a hell of a risk with all
these ships and, men but

everything was insured. The men
were all jailed criminals anyway
and so they had no grief about
going. And while he was back in
Spain, some Jotm Hancock
Insurance guy had sold him a
policy which covered all
possibilities. Namely,
1. Flipping off the end of
the world.
2 Mutiny (by men or rats)
3. Sinking of ship by falling
mast which was chewed by
termites.
4 Being attacked by sea
monsters (both fire breathing
and tail swatting)
5. Fire and theft.
6 Collision ($35 deductible)
One of the problems on the
trip was food of course. By the
time we ran out of stored
prOVlSlOns (canne'd pizza,
spaghetti-o's, Chef Boy-R-Dee
ravioli, etc.) we were too far out
to catch any birds, but the men
thought up some pretty good
meals such as, baked stuffed rat,
cockroach cacciatore, chocolate
covered termites and eel
parmigiana. Although we were
going nowhere 'f ast, Columbus
kept his crew fairly optimistic.
He did this by keeping two
journals. One kept the real
distance covered and the other
stretched the truth a little. But
as time went on old Chris
himself began having doubts. I
first l'uspected this when he
began to sail in back of the Pinta
instead of in front.
Finally on'Uctober.12, 1492
a sailor on the Pinta sighted the
shores of San Salvador. The
crews went hysterical and we all
docked and walked on to the
land. We were all standing
around when suddenly a bunch
of naked San Salvadorians
walked out on the beach. Chris'
eyes popped wide open and then

when everyone thought he was
kissing good ole mother earth he
fell to his knees and groped
frantically for one of his contact
lenses which had fallen out. He
finally found it and thanked
God for the successful journey.
, And that folks, is what really
happened on that historic
journey. Happy Columbus Day
to everyone!
G.
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Is your fume at stake? Are
you going to waste four years at
BSC for nothing? Will current
book ideas still hold true when
you graduate? The times are
changing and so are the methods
and materials of education.
S.N .E.A. has been established to
cope with the new and ever
rising problems of education
throughout the nation.
What does S.N.E.A. stand
for? S.N.E.A. stands for Student
National Ed ·ucational
Association and it is made up of
college students throughout the
country. Its purpose : to inform
you - the STUDENT - the
prospective-' teacher, of the ever
changing ideas and concepts in
the field of education. What
does S.N.E.A. have to offer
you - the STUDENT? It offers
you a preliminary look into the
field of teaching by utilizing
various publications, guest
speakers and ACTIVE
discussions to keep you abreast
of curr'mt trends in education.
It is not enough to be a paid
up member. Your active
participation will bring to you
first hand information by means
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of open forum with leaders in
the education field. In a time
when self-expression is stressed"
it is important that ideas be
brought out openly and shared
with 6thers so that various
differences in opinion can. be
shared. Funds alone cannot run
the S.N.E.A. The organization
needs the active support from
the students. So take some time
out and give some thought to
the S.N .E.A. It could be the
deciding factor when you help
to mold the lives of children
entrusted in your care as a
teacher. Check the bulletin
board
for
further
announcements.

Don't
Forget to
VOTE
Oct. 9
For
Treas. and
Asst. Treas.

~
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WALIIIG ALOIE
BRIDGEWATER .. .A great
amount of attention has been
focused recently on the various
American colleges and
universities that have opened
their academic doors to women
for the first lime. While not
w ishing to diminish the
impo;tance of such a movement,
it should be noted that a reverse
trend largely unn'lticed by the
rest of the country , has been
taking place at Bridgewater State
College. Much to the dismay of
the male population of the
school, more and more men are
being admitted . The situation is
so serious that there are now
only about IIh girls to · every
boy , and future indications are
that things will be getting worse.
There aren't many around
to remember the "good old
days" when the ratio was always
3 to 1 (at least!) , but some of
those memories have been
preserved through the written
word. For example , there is a
letter printed in the yearbook
for the Bridgewater State
Normal School class of 1900 in
which a young man , detailing
life at the school to a friend in
Taunton,
reports
enthusiastically, "there are
sixteen girls to every boy - and
some boys have more than
that!" While this may have been
a slight exaggeration, it
nonetheless gives the modern
BSC scholar an idea of the
overwhelming female majority
that once existed here.
When the school first
opened on a bright Wednesday
morning in 1840 September
9th, to be exact , Nicholas
Tillinghast frowned down upon
seven young men . and
twenty-two young women, thus
establishing the 3 to 1 ratio that
was to last "for many years.
There were a few interruptions
in the pattern, however, as in the
Civil War when 32% of the
school's male population
enlisted in the Union Army, and
again in the First World War
when the 1918 Prom had to be
cancelled because there weren't
enough men (the Senior Class
that year had 130 women and 0
males.)
Miss S. Elizabeth Pope,
Dean of Women here from 1919
to 1955, recalls the days when a
female student was expected to
present her beau to the Dean of
Women if the boy was not a
student here. Miss Pope, who
still works actively at the College
every day in the Alumni Office,
also remembers when dancing
was forbidden . "Albert Boyden,
the prin ~ ipal , was against
dancing ," she told this reporter,
" so we had what are popularily
called 'marches' . "These
marches," she explained, "are
similar to the type held at proms
today , with the exception being
that today the students dance as
well. The young ladies carried
little cards which were tied to
their wrists, and it was on these
cards the young men would
initial the march they wished to
accompany the lady on once the
promenade began. In this
manner an entire evening was
planned.
Thanks to an Alpha Board
survey conducted in 1940, many
in t ere sting remInlSCenCes of
old-time graduates in this vein
have been preserved. Miss Carrie
Lizzie Wing, Class of 1882,

by Dave Wilson
recalled a warm spring afternoon
in that year when a hand organ
man and his monkey appeared
near the dormitory . "Spring
weather and music were too
much for red blood," she said ,
"and we danced on the concrete.
Those who dared to do such a
thing were invited to call on
Principal Boyden." The students
here in 1910 were ap.parently
more innovative, for a young
lady in the Normal School at
that time mentioned that dances
were held in the basement of
Normal Hall (where Tilly now
stands), but without boys. " Just
girls," said Elizabeth Litchfield,
" some with their hair slicked
down, wearing their brother's
suits, acting as escorts and
dancing partners to the other
girls."

female student who entered the
school in 1903. This lady , who
works with Miss Pope and is still
very active in the affairs of the
College, told this reporter during
our interview that it never
entered the mind of students in
her day to question the fairness
of such regulations, and they
obeyed the rules without
hesitation.
A dangerous cnSlS had
passed some four years earlier, in
1913 when the Commissioner
of Education proposed a bill to
erect separate Normal schools
for the two sexes. Fortunately,
the Legislature in 1913 moved
just as quickly as the Legislature
in 1969, and the bill died of
old age.

The fact that males were in
I n view of the many
the school at all did not make a hardships that her sisters of
great deal of difference in the another day had to suffer under,
early 1900's anyway , for a like lack of male companionship
student coming to Bridgewater for example, it should be readily
in those days had to sign an apparent that the present-liay
agreement that he or she would Bridgewater co-ed has much to
not "walk, ride, boat , or skate" be thankful for. Not only does
with a member of the opposite the campus abound with the
sex , and that meant on campus, male of the species from which
in town, at home, in short, .. she can choose a mate, but she
everywhere . How did the may "walk, ride, boat or skate,"
students react to these rules? and a few other things, with
"Without a thought," recalls a whomever she pleases.

What is a Hostel?
by Judy Sutcliffe
BRIDGEWATER .. .In 1910, a and national American Youth
German schoolmaster, Richard Hostel councils. There is no age
Schirrmann directed a museum limit for membership.
in a 12th century castle incentral
Hosteling is a special kind of
Germany.
educational travel. Youth hostel
Disturbed by the number of groups are small, having 7-10
unused rooms in the castle, he people under the- direction of
designed a scheme to make use trained adult leaders.
of the available space.
Individuals within these
Schirrmann arranged to groups become skilled in
open the rooms to school cooperative living, each bearing a
children who camped in the share of the responsibilities
co u n try. He hoped the while maintaining individual
a llurement of a convenient freedom.
lodging wo~ld encourage people
The American Youth Hostel
to spend more time outdoors.
has specialized in small group
Similar overnight quarters travel since 1934. Special group
were organized by private trips are arranged every year for
interests all over Europe as the summer travel through the USA
popularity of the movement (99 hostel areas in 24 states and
spread . Soon it filtered beyond ' the District of Columbia,
Europe, and in 1934, Isabel and Canada, the Americas, Europe,
Monroe Smith introduced North Africa, the Middle East,
hosteling at Northfield, Mass.
and the Orient.)
Today's hostel is an
The travel is informal and
informal, overnight lodging place personal, and the itinerary may
constructed for the members of be changed to take advantage of
the American Youth Hostel Inc. local situations. Trips feature
Simple sleeping accommodations both out-of-tHe-way spots and
with separate dormitories for well-known places.
men and women are provlded .
In determining the
Many hostels have camp grounds equipment to be taken on the
where members may bring tents hostel, evaluate the climate,
and camp out. Some hostels season, mode of travel, length of
have kitchen facilities and trip, and the area it will cover.
utensils.
Keep the pack as light as
An overnight fee ranging possible taking only what's
from $1.25 to $2.00 is collected necessary to personal comfort
for each stay . Houseparents and well-being. For cycling ,
canoeing, and horseback riding,
supervise each hostel.
Hosteling means travelling thirty pounds is maximum ; for
under your own power. Some skiing or hiking, it's ten to
modes of "your own steam" twenty-five pounds depending
transportation include hiking, on one's size and strength.
biking, canoeing and skiing.
Conditioning is essential to
A valid American Youth enjoy a hostel trip. No matter
Hostel membership card entitles how fine the bicycle or canoe is,
its bearer to take advantage of poor physical conditioning will
hostels in 41 ,countries whose make an American Youth Hostel
associations are affiliated with trip an unpleasant experience for
International Youth Hostel fellow hostelers who have to
Federation, costs from $4 to $7 wait or tolerate complaints. A
depending on one's age.
systematic program of practice
These membership cards are in advance of a big trip is a '
available through local hostels necessity.

Interview:

Mr. Swenson
Mr. Edward Swenson has
been an active member of the
Bridgewater State College
faculty for 21 years and believes
that he has been at the school
longer than any other male
faculty member presently
serving. A 1940 graduate of
Boston College with a Bachelor
of Science degree in education,
he came to BSC in 1948 as
Director of Athletics, head
coach of all sports, and men's
gym teacher. When he's not
worrying about BSC athletics he
manages to spend some time at
home in Whitman with his wife
Wanda and his four children;
that is not very often, however.
It seems that the history of
Coach Swenson's numerous
. activities at this scho~l mirror
the rapie growth of the college.
The duties Coach Swenson
was able to carry out on his own
21 years ago are now executed
by several coaches and teachers
under his direction. He held
down his triple position alone
for the first three years until Dr.
Rosen volunteered to coach the
tennis team as he has done ever
since. As the college grew and

equipment and uniforms,
supervising the scheduling of all
games, and countless other
related duties. In addition, he
still teaches the first aid class.
Not only has Coach
Swenson been present to watch
the college grow, but he has
taken a very special interest in
the expansion of our facilities. It
was through Mr. Swenson's help
that BSC obtairIed the 50 acres
of land adjacent to the railroad
tracks, which will most likely be
used for athletic purposes. The
college has recently obtained
another 50 acres of land, and it
appears that Coach Swenson has
some rather imaginative and
exciting ideas about what we can
do with this land to improve the
college~ As a follow up to a
men's major in Physical
Education which may come in
the near future, Mr. Swenson
envisions a huge Physical
Education complex for
Bridgewater. This complex
would include, in addition to a
much needed hockey rink ,a
Physical Fitness Building, and a
huge field house in the form of a
mini-domed stadium with a
retractible roof.

The Stadium seems to be
beyond what most of us would
ever expect from Bridgewater,
but Mr. Swenson has a great deal
of faith in the student body. He
has researched into the question
of financing such a complex and
has discoyered ,that just such a
stadium was actually built by
the student body of a college
about the same size as
the position of athletic director Bridgewater.
It is not often that one finds
became more demanding, it was
necessary to hire people to a college administration with the
assume the coaching duties . • desire Coach Swenson has for
Coach Swenson first working with his students to
relinquished his position as create the kind of school the
Baseball coach to Mr. Lehman. students really want. To those of
It was six ' years ago that the the student body to whom this
gentleman we all know as "Dean idea holds a lot of appeal, The
Deep" took the name of coach Comment suggests that they see
and relieved Mr. Swenson of his Coach Swenson personally and
duties as Basketball coach. heai what we believe to be a
Finally Mr. Peter Mazzafero convincing argument regarding
began to coach the football team the practicality and feasibility of
three years ago . At the moment, his ideas. Oh, and while you're
Coach Swenson is quite busy there, please thank him for his
with his administrative duties as long years of service to BSC; not
Athletic Director, which i'nclude only has the school grown over
handling a large budget , keeping the PJist 21 years, but also the
the teams outfitted with trophy case.
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SCA JUDICIARY

CIA TREATISE
ON BSC TASTES
Bridgewater. .. Hark! You are
about to become self-conscious.
You are about to lose your
facade of pseudo-self-identity.
Now, don't get shook and turn
to the escape shaft (Gandalf's
column); just make sure no one
else is wah.:hing you and keep
reading.
Are you an authentic
original? Are you really a
believer in anything? Do you
truly believe in yourself or are
you the living epitome of the
self-made fraud? It is the
one-sided concensus of your
own CIA (Campus Intrigue
Agency) that too many of our
BSC clientele are victims of their
own bad ta,stes. · Abezidoodle
believes that it is the tastes of
the students that determines the
tastes of the college. And it is in
poor taste that Crepidula agrees
that BSC is becoming insipid.
However, it is in great taste
that I, savory Jean Tom, detect
this ingrown ailment and bring it
to your attention. But the worst
thing about getting something
better is the cure, 'Well, here is
the dope: get three dimensional.
Why be a square when you can
be a cube? The best way to
attain good tastes is to have
caried experiences-so learn
what the world is unreally like.
What kind of tastes would be
recommended-tears, sweat,
blood and the real knitty gritty.
Therefore, I, Jean Tom, give you
this gambit of gamy grammar:
He who lives incognito unto
self shall forever remain
oblivious unto others.
Now what illogical basis
would the CIA have for
downgrading the wishy-washy
tang of BSC. Well, Abezidoodle
and Crepidula have enumerated
them for you on your behalf, so
just take your pick:
1) Your concern for the
college beautification project by

Juniors Go Afield
(con't. from page 4)
cumulative record folders ,
sociometric data, case studies,
and miscellaneous reports for a
class of sixth grade students.
rhis simulation experience
was designed to introduce the
audience to the actual situations
in teaching the disadvantaged
under poorly equipped
conditions. The audience was
welcomed to ask any questions
or begin any discussions they
believed relevant to the
conference.
The general consensus of the
class thought the conference to
be very
worthwhile
and informative. Suggestions
were made to continue study of
this program at Bridgewater as
an aid to those students
concentrating in Special
Education.

College Town
Cleaners
278 Broad St., Bridgewater
Rte. 18 697·4632

IT day servicel
7:30 AM - 6:30 PM
Sat. . lOAM - 4PM
1 hr cleaning
Student Speciai
in by 3- out by 5
Shirt Service

wiping out the grass on the
library lawn.
2) Your litter on the tables
of the commuter's lounge.
3) Your overfilled trash
buckets and floor residue in
Pope Hall- sometimes referred
to as Mess Hall.
4) Your seat of knowledge
concerning undeclared wars,
Student Judiciary, the nominee
for Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court and the role of the Board
of Directors on BSC policies.
5) Your concern for the
well-being of the dorm students.
6) Your ability to recognize
your class officers.
7) Your willingness to' talk
consistently in the library.
8) Your lists of lasting
friends gained here that you will
cherish many long years after
you leave these hallowed
grounds and rock walls.
9) Your willingness to
participate in class to the fullest
extent possible to reveal your
knowledge unto others.
10) Your lack of rational
reasons for refusing to become
three-dimensional.
Hark! This week the Big
Game Hunter's A ward goes to all
BSC students and faculty who
smoke because their game is a
classic, self-extinctive species.
This being Fire Prevention Week,
I, Jean Tom, urge you to blow
out all matches and Bunsen
burners with care. Do nOl ";'ght
up cigarettes without a fire
extinguisher or at least a fireman
handy. Only you can prevent
cigarette commercials.
It is time to turn off the
light and put out roomate, so as
I close for now, I, Jean Tom, say
that it is better for one to taste
life than to take a licking.
Gregariously grazing,
Jean Tom
P.S. Beware of my next article:
The CIA Commandments.
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Project Leap
Convenes in Bridgewater

(con't. from page I)
those amendments. Also, in
Article Ill; sechon 3, part E the
phrase "through which he was
elected" was added on, and in
Bridgewater. .. Project LEAP
Article Ill, section 8, part A, a (Lively Educational Activities
stipulation was added to make for Pupils) a conference for
sure that the temporary chief student-teachers was held in the
justice would be selected from Burnell School on the
among the associate justices.
Bridgewa ter S ta te College
On Tuesday, Oct.7, the Campus this week.
S.C.A. council passed the last
Dr. Adrian Rondileau,
four amendments and the president of the college,
codifications with the following announced that the three day
important amendments: Article series of workshops, seminars,
1 V, section 5
changing and lectures by guest speakers
"Suspension and expulsion", was a part of the Teacher
Article V, section 5, part F Preparation Program planned by
changing the verdict "not the members of the Education
proven" to "case dismissed", Department, Dr. Stanley L.
changing Article V III to Article Clement, Chairman.
The
eighty-five
I X and submitting a new Article
V III which reads; "This student-teachers participated in
constitution shall need for the conference where the
adoption a majority vote of the methods instructors presented
S.C.A. council a majority vote in and evaluated some of the
a referendum of S.C.A. members current te.chniques of teaching in
in which at least one third of the · the fields of mathematics,
undergraduate enrollment of science, visual-aids, language
B.S.C., must vote and the arts, reading, art, physical
approval of the president of the education, and music.
Each day of the program
college", and last, changing the
former Article V III, section 2 began with a general session. On
to read that the referendum Monday Professor Doris M.
must have a total vote of Sprague, principal of the Burnell
one-third of the .undergraduate School, presented a film "Make
a Mighty Reach" through the
enrollment rather than 40%.
The Judiciary issue is now courtesy of the Brockton Public
up to the students, who must Schools. Professor Sprague
support the J uduciary by voting stressed the need for the future
in the Comment before the teachers to keep an open mind
referendum. The students of and show ~oncern for the
B.S.C. have to become informed individual-the pupil.
Mr. John W. Rogers,
because a poor turnout in the
r'eferendum will not act as an Superintendent of Schools for
incentive to President.Rondileau Rockland, Mass., discussed the
to approve the judiciary philosophy and the organization
of the pre-primary program in
constitution.
Anyone who wants to know the Rockland Public Schools
more about the Judiciary should Tuesday morning.
The Wednesday sessions
contact their S.C.A.
representatives or Scott Bennett began with Mr. Robert Geary.
and Mike Maguire
the Mr. Geary demonstrated the use
of social studies kits in the
co-writers.

MAA Begins
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by Tom Gilmartin
Bridgewater... The MAA is
once again ready to represent
the men students' athletic
desires. Acting as a go-between
with the budget and policy
committees, the MAA endeavors
to communicate the athletic
needs of men at Bridgewater
State College.
Growth of the college has
placed the MAA in the new
representative role. Before, this
organization listened and acted
on the students' ideas
themselves. From buying
trophies to organizing new clubs,
the MAA was quite influential;
for they had the money and
could decide its appropriation.
Yet, as the college grew so did
b u'r e a u c r a c y . N 0 ~ the
administration's budget and
policy committee have the
money and decide how to spend
it.

Richard M. Brown is our editor not Michael J. Maguire.
The mistake was a printer·s
error.

"Men's Bell Bottom Navy
Pants$3. Army coats $5.
Peacoats $5. Ike jackets,
$3. Vests $1. etc.
Tel. 586-2945. 1134 Montello St., Campello, also open Saturday Mornings.

The MAA has yet to meet,
but are looking forward to a
productive year. The one
complaint is that the
organization can not really
initiate any plans until athletic
fields and facilities are made
available for clubs like soccer
and hockey. Prospects were
brightened when new athletic
fields were once again promisea.
With just so much money
a vailable to the established
sports, until facilities are made
available, the MAA can expect
no new appropriations.
The newly elected officers
are Don Ward, president; Dan
Hennessey, recording secretary;
Jim Federico, vice-president;
Don Dziergowsli, corresponding
secretar~; Herb Lynch, treasurer;
Barry Fitzpatrick, senior
delegate; and Phil Lefavor,
sophomore delegate.

SUPER TIRE, Inc.
67 Central Square
Bridgewater
SNOW TIRES
7.75x14
7.00x13
7.35x15

----------------------------J 6.85x15
RETRACTION!!!

discovery approach to social
studies. Dr. Solomon Siobins of
Fall River then presented the
man¥ problems of Visual Skills
for Children.
The final sessions on
Wednesday were concerned with
the evalu. :ion of the conference
and questions for Dr. Siobins.
This conference is part of
the present Teacher Preparation
Program for the elementary
majors on campus.
Bridgewater State College
has one of the oldest Teacher
Preparation Programs in the
nation and claims the distinction
of having the longest continuous
existence in one town - also, it is
the site of the first c;tate Normal
School building.
At the present time the
Teacher Preparation program has
180 student-teachers in the
Burnell School and at the Middle
S.chool, Bridgewater. The
students have opportunities to
parallel
t he
classroom
experience with the theory of
the methods of instruction.
The mini-conference was
sponsored and planned by the
Elementary Committee of the
Education Department,
Chairman John J. Kent,
Associate Director of Teacher
Preparation; Dr. James F.
Francis, Associate Director of
Teacher Preparation &
Placement; Dr; Robert Daniels
Dr. Margaret Farrell, Dr. Maria~
Doyle, Professors Evelyn
Lindquist, Rita Nadal, Isabelle
King, Dorothy Wood, Doris M.
Sprague, Claire Walker, Anthony
DeLeo, Gerald Thornell with the
assistance of Professor Dorothy
Ferry, Mrs. Hazel Schopp, Dr.
Henry Rosen and Dr. Mary
Moriarty.

$18.95+Tax* Black
$16.95+tax* WW
$16.95+tax* Ww
$15.95+tax* WW

All snow tires are first line General Winter Cleats. "It's General's year." Shop
and compare!! Leave your car before class in the morning and pick it up in the
afternoon. It's a shorter walk than the Great Hill Parking lot.

*Tax is 3% sales tax only. Federal tax already included.
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Bears Rally For Last
Minute Tie 21-21
by Gump Cullen
Bri d ge w a t er . . . Freshman
quarterback Vin Hickey fired a
two-point conversion pass to Jim
Federico to give the Bears a
dramatic.. last minute tie with
Frostburg State College of
Maryland, at Legion Field on
Saturday, October 4. Moments
earlier George Sullivan had made
a spectacular circus catch of a
Hickey aerial to bring the game
within reach. The first half was
characterized by explosive
scoring plays, while the final
frames saw the teams settle
down into a defensive struggle.
The Bears trailed at halftime
21-13.
The game tying drive began
after co-captain Buddy Fanning
recovered a Frostburg fumble at
the Bears 32 yard line. On third
down and 17 from the BSC 25,

Hickey started the Bears on the
move with a 26 yard strike to
Jim Federico at the Frostburg
49. Dan Cobb gained 9 more,
powering ,·his way to the 40.
George Sullivan then sliced
off-tackle to the 36 and a first
down. Federico brought the ball
within scoring distance to the 9
with a fine finger-tip catch.
Sullivan followed by picking up
3 more to the 6. Hickey then
rolled slightly to the right and
lofted a pass into the end zone.
_Sullivan snatched the toss while
falling to the ground, keeping his
feet in bounds by inches. The
touchdown made the score
21-19 in the visitors favor. As
the tension mounted, freshman
Hickey calmly hit Federico for
the tying points. There was less
than one minute left in the
game.
The game began on a
shocking note for the Bears.

After being stopped on the first
set of downs following the
opening kickoff, the Bears
punted to the Frostburg 21
yardline. On the first play from
scrimmage, Frostburg speedster
Carl Levereny broke several
tackles and jolted the Bears with
a 79 yard scoring run. Jim
Chaney converted and Frostburg
led 7-0. The Bears took the
ensuing kickoff and marched 60
yards to tie the game. With

BSC At Golf
Tournament
ST.
G E 0 R G E,
VERMONT... The third annual
Women's Eastern Collegiate Golf
Tournament was held on
October 2 and 3 at Rocky Ridge
Golf Course in St. George,
Vermont, Those representing
Bridgewater State College were
Miss Carol Wolfgram, coach,
Mary J 0 Ahlander and Linda R.
Heath.
The colleges that
participated , were Arnold
College, Cornell, Middlebury
College, Penn State, Patterson
State College in New Jersey,
New York State Universities at
Potsdam and Cortland,
University of Vermont, Vassar,
Skidmore, Central Connecticut,
Brockport State University, and
Bridgewater State College.
On the first day of the
tournament, eleven of the
thirteen colleges competed for
the team trophy. Each team
consisted of two players, Cornell
was first with a tota1 s~ore of
171, Penn State was second with
178, and Cortland with 182.
Bridgewater State was seventh in
the team standings with a score
of 199.
The second day of the
tournament thirty _ two girls
participated in individual
competition. Mary Jo Ahlander
came in third, and Linda Heath
came in nineteenth in the
individual standings. Miss ' Slee
from Patterson State College was
first and Miss Dresner from the
{] niversity of Vermont was
second.
Participating in the
tournament was a wonderful
opportunity. Next year the
tournament will be held at
Cornell. Girls, here is a chance
for you to bring recognition to
Bridgewater State College.

Sullivan grinding out 32 yards
on the ground and Mark
Ronayne catching a key third
down pass from starting
quarterback Jim Waters, the
Bears moved steadily down the
field. The 13 play drive was
culminated as Sullivan cracked
over from the 2. Phil Le Favor
added the extra point to knot
the game, 7-7.
The visitors umped back
into the lead for the second
time, with another long run.
This time Joe Kaczenski broke
off-tackle and raced up the left
side for a 53 yard touchdown.
Chaney again made the
placement for a 14-7 lead.
However, the Bears failed to be
dismayed. Starting on the B.S.C.
23 yardllne, Jim Waters dropped
back and hit flanker Bill
Matheson up the middle on a
picture play for a 77 yard
touchdown. However, the
conversion was blocked,-and the
first period ended with Frosburg
in the lead 14-13. Frostburg
completed its scoring for the day
by driving 51 yards in 8 plays
early in the second period. The

score came on a fourth down, 8 ' That score held until the last
yard pass from Chaney to Jim minute, when heroics by Hickey,
Evan. Once again Chaney split Sullivan, and Federico saved the
the uprights for a 21-13 margin. game for the Bears.
BOX SCORE
1 2 3 4 Total
BRIDGEWJ\ TER
13 0 0 8
21
FROSTBURG
21
14 7 0 0

FSC - Leverenz, 79 run, (Chaney kick)
BSC - Sullivan, 2 run, (LeFavor kick)
FSC - Kaczenski, 53 run, (Chaney kick)
BSC - Matheson, 77 pass from Waters, (kick blocked)
FSC - Evans, j., 8 pass from Chaney, (Chaney kick)
BSC - Sullivan, 6 pass from Hickey, (Federico pass from Hickey)
STATISTICS

First DownsRushing YardagePassing YardagePasses AttemptedPasses CompletedInterceptionsPuntsFumblesFumbles LostPenalties

BSC
19
196 '
192
29
13
0
6-33
3

FSC
8
254
48
10
3
0
7-34
3

I

I

6-65

2-30

Are Country Club Days Here Again
Bridgewater When Red Sox
manager Dick Williams was fired
two weeks ago, it proved almost
conclusively that owner Tom
Yawkey is more interested in
catering to a few cry babies and
clubhouse lawyers than he is in
providing for the welfare of the
team.
He used a "lack of
communication" as the reason
for firing Williams, then left
town leaving the distasteful
chore of handling the Boston
press to General Manager Dick
O'Connell: In this writer's
opinion, the Red Sox have made
a serious mistake that will be
only too obvious in the seasons
ahead unless the right man is
appointed the neY( field boss.
If a lack of communication
was the real reason why Williams
is gone, then he should have been
canned the first week he took
the job. For his managerial creed
was simple: each player was to
do his best, and if you had the
ability, and didn't put out, there
would be ways to make you put
out. The only problem was that
Williams' ways proved to be his
undoing.

by Bill Dries
If a player wasn't doing the
job he was ignored in
conversation, the butt of biting
sarcasm, put on the bench, or in
the cases of Dennis Bennett and
Joe Azcue, released from the
team. As long as the team was
winning, the malcontents had no
choice but to cry in their beer.
But when crippling injuries
struck the club, and they began
to lose ground, these poor
grieviously wronged ballplayers
pressured Yawkey, and the axe
fell on Williams.
Many people believe the
chief ringleader against Williams
was Carl -Yastremski, but it
seems inconceivable that he
would go all the way to Yawkey.
In the past whatever problems
Yaz had with a manager he
would solve face-to-face, not
behind the manager's back.
Williams wouldn't name a
man, saying "The new manager
will find out for himself." One
thing is for sure, any existing
discussion must disappear if the
Red Sox are to be a winning
team.
There is no reason to go into
detail about Williams' success
with the Bosox. The tragedy is

that he tried to use
old-fashioned methods in a
modern day era.
Before he came to the Red
Sox, the team was known as a
~ollicking country club outfit,
with the stars looking out for
themselves. Williams changed all
this, but perhaps he overdid it.
The logical man to replace
Williams is Hank Bauer, recently
fired manager of the Oakland
Athletics. He is much like
Williams in attitude, but from
such attitudes pennants are won.
Dick Williams took his firing
calmly. Before leaving for his
Florida home he said, "I
appreciate the opportunity I had
to manage the Red Sox" Boston
is the greatest baseball town in
the country and I was happy to
be a part of it. I hope the fans
will remember me."
Although he may have had
faults, Diclc Williams had only
one concern from the day he
took over the team to the day he
was fired: to win ball games. For
this, and for being the
mastermind of The Impossible
Dream, fans everywhere will
always remember him.

